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Project case study for the A127 highway
The A127 is a two-lane, 7km long, all-purpose trunk road that carries high 

volumes of traffic through Essex. Restek provides tailored and individual ground 
remediation solutions, as no two projects are the same. This enables project 

programmes to be reduced, which is more cost effective for the client & offers a 
long-term performance solution of up to 20 years. The A127 project was subject 
to an LGF grant, so it was vital that the essential maintenance work was carried 

out efficiently and within budget.
Restek surveyed approximately 32,000m2 of carriageway using our unique 

deep depth GPR system. This identified issues beneath the carriageway pre- 
ground remediation & validated the resin injection and ground stabilisation 

process after the remediation work had been carried out. Our deep depth GPR 
system plots a clear image of every issue below ground, allowing our engineers 

to understand the make up of the interlayers below the carriageway surface.

Restek’s specialist remediation team utilise the data to assist with specifying 
and designing a value-engineered solution that is not just robust but also 

prevents potential issues from arising in the future.

A127 Case Study continues over page...

A127 Ground Remediation Case Study

Restek’s deep depth GPR surveys 
show the full picture:

Precise injection lance positioning:

Injections are monitored every step 
of the way:

Restek’s GPR surveys identify utilities, 
changes in subsoils & voids beneath 

the highway

Based on our GPR data, lances are 
positioned at the exact location & 

depth for remediation 

We constantly monitor the injection 
process visually, digitally & audibly

• Initial site survey & visual inspection
• Deep depth GPR survey to identify problem and 

void areas pre-remediation
• Ground remediation by resin injection during night closures

• Compaction & Permeation grouting process delivered
• Deep depth GPR survey to validate each slab post remediation

Remediation Overview A127:
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Restek’s advanced GPR software presents the data in a clear 2D & 3D format 
which is easy to evaluate and interpret and is bespoke to each project. No 
matter if your sector is Road, Rail or Residential, Restek will be able to 

provide you with customised project data tailored for your scheme.

A127 Ground Remediation Case Study

Restek GPR Radargram slice at Dat_001

Restek GPR Radargram slice at Dat_003

Restek GPR Radargram slice at Dat_005

Restek GPR Z Axis - 0.3m BGL

Restek GPR Z Axis - 0.8m BGL

Restek GPR Z Axis - 1.1m BGL

Precise, measured, fast reacting 
injections:

Restek’s equipment is tested 
& cleaned:

Post ground remediation validation 
by Restek’s deep depth GPR:

Restek’s resins are prepared prior to 
injecting, ensuring fast reaction times 

& eliminating the risk of heave

After each resin injection we test 
& clean our equipment, to ensure 
accuracy throughout the project

Restek’s LIVE validation of the 
remediation work encourages on site 

client engagement

Project case study for the A127 highway (Continued)

On the A127 project, our deep depth GPR data revealed that essential 
modifications to the proposed standard specification were required to achieve 
the project goals. Restek’s unique three-tiered approach allowed us to modify 

and adapt the original project specification to meet the clients’ expectations and 
requirements.

Restek created a bespoke, value-engineered solution for the A127 project, to 
ensure the budget was maximised, allowing the client to include an additional 
scope of work that would not have been possible with a standard approach. 

Restek prioritised reducing the risk of mitigation through regular communication/
collaboration with the client, ensuring the successful completion and on-time 

delivery of the project.

Restek’s post remediation process including deep depth GPR surveying and 
independent testing carried out by the client, this has resulted in an expected 

lifecycle extension to the carriageway of up to 30+ years. This lifecycle 
extension means no additional budget spending will be necessary in the short 
term, and has eliminated the costly exercise of removing/replacing complete 

sections of carriageway.

The A127’s remediation success has allowed the client to push forward with 
their plans for expansion of the network & has helped to encourage growth 

within the local region.
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